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Abstract 
 

AI-assisted Generative Design (GD) with genetic (GA) and evolutionary algorithm (EA) 

methods, digital twin modelling, and topology optimisations (TO) have undergone tremendous 

developments in recent years due to their essential applications in many fields of industrial and 

product design, medicine, synthetic biology, infrastructures, automotive technology, aviation, 

architecture, engineering and construction industries (1,2). The paper discusses an awarded 

realisation project of an AI-assisted generative competition design with evolutionary 

topological optimisation and cloud computation workflows for a fabricated bluemint® Steel 

Bridge. (3). The structural analysis and fitness-tested geometry generation are for a 50 m robot 

3d stainless steel bridge mixed with low-cost carbon steel components for special EN-Code 

permitting in Germany. The bridge must be assembled next year in June 2023. The paper 

questions the sustainability and production characteristics of a 3d-printed bridge versus a 

lighter hybrid version of prefabricated steel tube geometries and organically robot 3d-printed 

steel nodes and posts. It will critically describe and compare the performance-based 

optimisation workflows of this bio-inspired computed 3d Hybrid Wire and Arc Additive 

Manufacturing (WAAM) steel pedestrian and bicycle bridge. In the future, we aim to make AI-

ML-assisted generative design and topology optimisation workflows more efficient in 

generating outcomes that demonstrate a balance between the designer's artistic (subjective) 

preferences and the structure's technical (objective) code-permitting requirements. In 

summary, the paper will critically compare the GD techniques with the GA and EA algorithm 

workflows with topological optimisations that use natural mechanisms that emulate the 

behaviours of living systems. 
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